Restaurant Studio In exists for a long time, before
the hotel was opened. Since the beginning, it is
recognizable for the quality service, rich menu and
unique atmosphere, and thereby it turned into the
most visited restaurant in Strumica, but not just by
the local population, but by visitors from the neighbouring towns.

HOTEL Studio In is located in the
central city area of Strumica, at only
ten minutes by foot to the centre of
the city. Attractive location, modern design, rich and various cuisines,
as well as the numerous contents
which hotel Studio In offers are all
the more reason for domestic and
foreign guests to visit it. Built according to msodern global standards,
hotel Studio In has a capacity of 30
rooms for accommodating 50 guests
in single and triple rooms, bedrooms,
and suites. They are contemporary
equipped with appurtenances suitable for tourist and business visits.

Owner & General Manager: Mr. Vane Dimitriev

Today, the restaurant works as a part of hotel Studio In with a capacity for 230 people, guests of the hotel
and visitors from outside. Following the perennial tradition of quality traditional and international cuisine,
restaurant Studio In is an excellent place for relaxed breakfast, business lunch or romantic dinner spiced with
the sounds of live music for everyone’s taste.

HOTEL STUDIO IN is contemporary equipped, it
has its own parking-lot, it is completely air-conditioned, and it has cable TV. Also, the hotel is covered
with Wi-Fi network, thus offering the guests of the
hotel free internet services through lap-tops or palmtop computers, which the hotel offers for usage, as
well as printers and fax machines.

The restaurant organizes weddings, birthday and other
family parties, and it is a partner of many companies and
non-government organizations by organizing seminars,
symposiums, corporate presentations, meetings and
training programs. On the clients’ request, the events are
followed by excellent cocktail or dinner parties organized by the team of professionals.
HOTEL STUDIO IN is open for organization of any type
of events and it is always at the disposal of the client.
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Phone/Fax: + 389 34 331
851 Mobile: + 389 71 801

921 e-mail: hotelstudioin@live.
com www.hotelstudioin.com.mk

